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MAKE IT

COUNT

Your vote is vital in determining
the future of the Supreme Court

ALAN GARFIELD

T

he Constitution begins with “We the
People,” not “We the Supreme Court
Justices.” That’s a reminder that in the
United States the people are sovereign.
We set the nation’s policy agenda by
electing representatives to carry out our will. We
hold these representatives accountable when they
come up for re-election.
That’s the theory. The reality is messier. Many
of us don’t bother to vote. And when we do, we frequently don’t appreciate the importance of our action. Rather than inform ourselves so we can exercise our franchise wisely, we allow ourselves to be
influenced by facile arguments, demagoguery
and unspoken prejudices.
These problems are not unique to American democracy. Just think of those people in Britain who
waited until after the Brexit vote to search for the
answer to the question, “What is the EU?”
If our government is one “of the people, by the
people, (and) for the people,” what is the role of
Supreme Court justices? Why can this tiny cabal
of unelected judges overturn laws enacted by our
elected representatives?
The answer lies in the Constitution. True, the
Constitution is designed to facilitate popular rule.
See COURT, Page 19A
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But it is also meant to guard against the
excesses of democracy.
By enforcing the Constitution, the
justices ensure that the majority does
not suppress dissenting voices or trample on minority rights. That’s certainly
important, but finding the sweet spot between majority will and minority rights
is no simple task.
The justices also need to ensure that
the structural checks in the Constitution
are respected.
It may be more efficient to concentrate power in a single place, but excessive aggregation of power threatens
our liberty. Here, too, the justices need
to find the sweet spot between hampering efficient government and preventing dangerous accumulations of
power.
Whether the justices hit a sweet or
sour spot is in the eye of the beholder.
For those on the right, the justices hit
sour spots when they protected abortion
rights or held that Congress could require individuals to purchase health insurance.
For those on the left, the justices hit
sour spots when they gave corporations
the right to spend unlimited sums on political campaigns or held that Congress
lacked the power to regulate gun posses-
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sion near schools.
What can we do if we’re unhappy
about how the justices use their power?
In theory, we could push for a constitutional amendment to override any decision we don’t like. That has happened
on four occasions, but it is extremely
hard to do: It requires approval by twothirds of both houses of Congress and
three-fourths of the states. (Keep in
mind that the Constitution couldn’t effectively protect against majority abuse
if it were easy for the majority to change
it.)
More typically, citizens can try gradually to influence the direction of the
court by electing presidents who will appoint justices more to the public’s liking.
But to do that, we need to educate ourselves about whom a presidential candidate is likely to appoint.
If ever there was a time to do so, this
upcoming election is one.
When Justice Antonin Scalia was still
on the court, there were five conservative-leaning justices (Chief Justice John
Roberts, Scalia, Anthony Kennedy, Clarence Thomas and Samuel Alito) and four
liberals (Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Stephen
Breyer, Sonia Sotomayor and Elena Kagan). In many of the more politically
charged cases, this meant there was a reliable conservative majority.
The conservatives’ dominance was
limited, however, by Justice Kennedy,
who sometimes swings left to form a majority with his liberal colleagues.
This occurs most frequently on cases

involving gay and lesbian rights (hence
last year’s decision finding a right to
same-sex marriage), abortion rights
(hence last month’s decision to invalidate onerous Texas regulations on abortion clinics), and limits on the death penalty (hence decisions limiting the imposition of the death penalty on minors and
the intellectually disabled).
Kennedy also surprised some court
watchers in the last term by joining with
the liberal justices to uphold affirmative
action at the University of Texas.
On other issues, Kennedy has been
reliably conservative. These include
cases involving separation of church and
state (hence the decisions upholding the
right of for-profit corporations to be
exempted from the contraception mandate and allowing a local town board
to begin its meetings with overtly sectarian prayers), campaign finance (hence
Citizens United), and limits on congressional power (hence the invalidation of
the preclearance rule in the Voting
Rights Act).
So do the math. With Justice Scalia’s
retirement, there are now four reliably
liberal justices, three reliable conservatives, and Justice Kennedy, who usually
swings right but occasionally swings
left.
President Obama’s nomination of
Merrick Garland is going nowhere, so
the next president will likely fill Justice
Scalia’s seat. If a Republican president
replaces Scalia with another reliable
conservative, we’ll be back to where we
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were before his death.
On most issues, the court would lean
right, with Kennedy holding the key to a
liberal majority. (Occasionally other justices do vote in unexpected ways, as
when Chief Justice Roberts twice joined
the liberals to uphold Obamacare.)
If a Democratic president replaces
Scalia with a liberal justice, there would
be a solid five-justice liberal majority
even without Kennedy’s vote.
But that’s just talking about Scalia’s
replacement. Think about the justices
who are most likely to retire over the
next four years. The three oldest justices
are the liberals Ginsburg (83) and
Breyer (turning 78 in August) and the
swing-voting Kennedy (turning 80 later
this month).
If a Republican president replaces
not only Scalia but one or more of these
justices, the court could have a rock-solid conservative majority. By contrast, a
Democratic president who secured a liberal majority by replacing Scalia could
ensure the court stayed that way by appointing a liberal to replace Ginsburg,
Breyer or Kennedy.
So think about the implications of
your vote in November on the makeup of
the Supreme Court.
Don’t be the kind of person who, the
day after the election, inquires on the Internet, “Who is Donald Trump (or Hillary Clinton) likely to appoint to the Supreme Court?”
Alan Garfield is a professor at Delaware Law School.

More typically, citizens can try gradually to influence the direction of the court by electing presidents who will appoint
justices more to the public’s liking. But to do that, we need to educate ourselves about whom a presidential candidate is
likely to appoint. If ever there was a time to do so, this upcoming election is one.

Time to elect a new insurance commissioner
DELAWARE VOICE
MITCH TOPAL

On Election Day, carefully consider the candidates on the down ballot. They have the power
to affect Delaware in profound ways, even more than the president, senators and Congress.
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Energy and Fisker with
ment of Insurance. Worse, our current
ommendations to Gov. Jack Markell
considered much less acted upon.
minimal visible benefit to our state.
insurance commissioner has been a
and the General Assembly to stop the
In a recent article on the website
Nor is it hiding in the disentanglement
rubber stamp for the industry she was
large workers’ compensation rate inworkerscompensation.com, Weldinof byzantine regulations like the coastal elected to oversee.
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Stewart claimed to have saved Delazone act or in simplifying the labyrinth
A recent article by the Delaware
businesses.
ware $9 million in workers’ compensaof the permitting process, as many
State Chamber of Commerce (DSCC)
A year earlier, the same task force
tion costs.
have stated.
called the insurance commissioner's
delivered its first set of recommendaHow do we know this? Because she
It’s hiding in plain sight. It’s a simdecision for 2016 workers’ compensations which were consolidated into HB
said so in a presentation she made to
ple, direct solution that can be impletion rates disappointing.
175, which passed both the Delaware
the Joint Finance Committee. She also
mented by the citizens of Delaware. We
“The position of the members of the
House and state Senate unanimously.
said, “Consumers are always our prineed to cap our workers’ compensation
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Panel, chaired by DSCC President Rich- one that continued the existence of this
ously, does anyone want to buy the
highest in the nation. This is insurance
ard Heffron, is that rates should be in
task force through June 30, 2014. This
Brooklyn Bridge?
that every Delaware business is rethe range proposed by the panel’s inbegs the bigger question: If the insurIt’s election time again. You don’t
quired to carry. It’s a deal breaker for
dependent actuary, which recommendance commissioner was doing her job,
need to look at the calendar to figure it
companies considering a move to our
ed a 2 to 3 percent increase,” said the
why would the governor find the need
out. Just follow the endless string of
state and a checkbox in the litany of
DSCC.
for such a task force, and why would
hyperbole that will emanate from the
reasons businesses are leaving our
Predictably, Insurance Commissionthey include a provision to keep it in
insurance commissioner beginning six
state.
er Karen Weldin-Stewart turned a deaf
existence?
months before Election Day, ending
How can citizens affect lower workear by approving an overall average
Furthermore, the recommendation
exactly on Sept. 13, as if someone finalers’ comp rates? By electing a compeincrease of 7.09 percent in residual
of the task force fell into these three
ly fixed a running toilet.
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